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Radiolarian, based on one single SEM-image
Provided by Professor Cypionka
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1. Introduction
1.1. Generating stereo images
The stereo impression we perceive when
looking at a near-by object with both eyes is
based on the fact that both eyes see different images as given in figure 1: We look a
little bit “around the object”. Our brain then
combines the two images to one image, using the small differences to produce the stereo effect.
To produce the stereo effect based on photography we need a pair of slightly different
images, as demonstrated by figure 1. When
Fig.1 Binocular viewing
motionless objects of some centimetres are
in question it is sufficient to mount the camera on a swiveling bar and taking two pictures succesively. The viewing angle should
be between 5 and 10 degrees (Fig.2). The wider the angle, the stronger the 3Deffect.
When using a stereo microscope the camera must
be mounted on both tubes successively. As the
viewing angle is constant the 3D-effect cannot be
varied .
In case of SEM-images the object is tilted successively in both directions by about 5 degrees. The
problem is to re-focus the object and to re-adjust it
in the middle of the screen again.
An astonishing simple method was demonstrated
by Professor Cypionka during a workshop of the
Working Group of Micropalaeontology: It is sufficient to move the object first to the left half of the Fig.2 Stereophotography
screen, then to the right half without tilting and refocussing. The images generated like that are slightly distorted in such a way that a
stereo-effect is produced. Two possible explanations of
this phenomenon are given in appendix 1.
Microscopes cannot generate true stereo images. You
can only produce a “pseudo-stereo-effect” by moving
the aperture slightly to the right and to the left if an
Abbé-condenser is at hand, otherwise you can use an
excentric aperture made of cardboard turning this aperture bei 180 degrees successively in the filter pick-up of
the condenser (Fig.3).
Fig.3 Asymm. aperture
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1.2. How to use pairs of stereo images
The easiest way to see the stereo effect is to reduce the images to 8x8 cm and to
arrange them directly side by side. Then you look “through” them “dreamingly” at a
distance of about 1 m without looking directly at the images. Now the axes of both
eyes become parallel and there are two more images to be seen overlapping in the
middle of this arrangement. Suddenly these images merge “with a click” and you see
one 3D-image. Having done this successfully once your brain has learned the lesson
and later on this method will always work again (Fig.4).

Fig.4 Radiolarian. SEM-photo using tilting technique ( 5 deg. each )

Not everybody is able to use the method just described. One tends to squint unintentionally. So the stereo images are reversed, and a bowl with the apex in the foreground will be seen as a basin. In that case one needs stereo images of reversed
arrangement.
All these problems vanish if you use a “stereoscope“. Figure 5 shows such a toy
which was very popular at the beginning of the 20th century
When large images are displayed the images must first be transformed into greyscale images, then they are stained red and blue-green (= cyan) respectively and
merged into one “anaglyph” (Fig.6). Many
image-processing programs can do this
easily using special routines. To get the
stereo effect you have to look at the anaglyph using anaglyph-goggles (red-cyangoggles).
Figure 7 demonstrates how 3D-shadowshows can be performed. The actor
stands behind the audience moving objects towards the spotlights. When throwing a living rat into a basket or swinging a
scythe, often done on funfaires in former
days, everyone winced horribly shocked.

Fig.5 Stereoscope
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Fig.6 Anaglyph (tilting technique)

Fig.7 3D-shadow-show (see text)

2. The program PICOLAY
The freeware program PICOLAY, designed and continuously updated by Professor
Cypionka, can be downloaded from the website http://www.picolay.de . The program
can be installed easily and without any risk as no system files are changed.
Basically PICOLAY is a very powerful stacking program with many features to optimize the results. In addition many parameters can be varied, so PICOLAY is very
flexible. But this program can do much more: It generates stereo images and animated GIF-files. And it can even produce stereo images based on only one single
SEM-image, so PICOLAY makes the impossible possible!
2.1. Stacking
„Stacking“ is a method to sythesize an image with a wide depth of field based on a
sequence of about 20 optical cross sections
each of which with a restricted depth of field.
The optical cross sections are called “stack”
or “stacking sequence”, each single cross
section is called a “frame” (Fig.8). The stacking program extracts the sharp parts of each
frame using special filter routines, then these
parts are assembled step by step to the resulting “stacking image” with its wide depth
of field.
In order to get satisfactory results, however,
the frames must meet certain requirements:
Fig.8 Stack

1. In order to get proper optical cross sections the aperture of the microscope
must be wider than usual to reduce the depth of field.
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2. Start with the upper part of the object, then the object stage is lifted in small
steps (about 1 - 5 um) using the fine adjustment. Frames which display the
bottom of the object are that way placed at the end of the stack, and as PIC OLAY starts stacking with the last frames you can check whether these frames
are of good quality. Otherwise they must be deactivated before the next run.
3. Consecutive frames must not differ too much, otherwise the program cannot
assemble the extracted parts correctly.
4. The stack should at least contain 10 frames, rather 20.
5. The object stage should not be lifted more than 5 um per step.
Starting the stacking routine of PICOLAY using the standard mode satisfactory results will be obtained, to get really good results, however, stacking must be started
using <Stack operations> <Set stacking parameters>. After that {Auto aligne images}
and {Auto enhance} are activated. PICOLAY then generates an improved stack using
this stack to generate the stacking image. The improved frames are stored automatically, all filenames with xy# prefixed.
Even slight rotations, unavoidable when generating a stack using a SEM, can be
compensated. In that case <Options> <Correct rotation> must be used before <Stack
operations> <Set stacking parameters> are clicked on.

2.2. Stereo images
After the stacking routine is finished a mouse click on <3D-view> at the upper frame
of the right result window activates a dialogue box (Fig.9) which allowes to choose
different formates from stereo images to be generated and to key-in several parameters. The meanings of these parameters will now be explained:

Fig.9 Dialogbox to operate the 3D-modus
<Length of Z axis>
Example: The object on display is a bowl the diameter of which is aequivalent to one
half of the height of the image. The parameter must then be set to “50%” then. If bigger you will afterwards look on the tapering end of a sphaeroid. If all frames of the
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lower part of the bowl have been removed before starting the stacking routine the
parameter must be set to “25%”.
<Perspective>
If several objects with different Z-positions are displayed, the objects of the foreground will be slightly magnified to give the 3D-image a higher “dynamism”. In case
of a single object the parameter is set to “0 %”.
<Projection based on depth map> / <Hologram stacking>
<Projection based on depth map> is the standard modus. <Hologram stacking>
sometimes gives better results concerning the lower part of the object.
<Stereo> / <Relief>
<Stereo> generates pairs of stereo images or anaglyphs, <Relief>, however, generates a 2D-image with a fake 3D-effect, depending on the structure of the surface.
This mode is choosen when no proper 3D-images can be achieved.
<Viewing angle>
Parameters between 2 and 10 degrees are useful. In order to avoid artefacts especially at the edges of the images, smaller values are preferable, but then sphaeroidal
objects tend to look rather flat (for more details see part 3).
<Distance>
This optimizes stereo images depending on the distance from where they are looked
at (screen, beamer, lantern slide show).
Here are the different formats of 3D-images PICOLAY can produce:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

<Red-cyan>
<RLR>
<LRL>
<RL>
<LR>
<RL/LR>
<R + L>
<Rocking gif>

Anaglyph red-cyan
Stereo-triple (for parallel- and crossed eye-axes)
Stereo-triple (for parallel- und crossed eye-axes)
Stereo-pair for crossed eye-axes
Stereo-pair for parallel eye-axes
Combination of RL and LR
Stereo-pairs to be used in image-processing prorams
Animated GIF -file of only two GIF-frames

<Interlaced>
This merges two stereo images line by line. The representation is done later by special reproducing apparatusses based on shutter goggles. It is preferable to produce
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an MPO-file instaed to allow the reproducing apparatus to interpret the file adequately.
<jps> („jpg-stereo“)
This generates a special JPG-file. Not all programs can read such files!
<Average> / <Colour>
This defines the colour of the „empty“ background of the stacking image in case the
depth map has an empty background. This improves the quality of the stacking image, especially when rotated.
<X>, <Y>, <Z>
These parameters define a singular rotation around the respective axis before the
stereo images are generated. Usually these parameters are set to “0”. Values of
more than 10 degrees lead to distortions of the edges of the images.
This feature is used if the frames of the background are of good quality but are overlapped by structures of the foreground. Then a slight rotation sometimes makes
these structures visible.
<Rocking gif>
This feature generates an animated GIF -file containing only two GIF -frames, so when
displayed it shows a rocking movement. Such GIF-files are useful if rather small images (animated thumbnails, animated banners) are to be integrated in websites.
First define the axis of rotation, then define the rocking angle using <Step>. Activate
{rocking gif}, then start the routine.
2.3. Optimized animated GIF-files
Preliminary steps: Load the stacking image into an image processing program (image
editing software), generate a grey scale image, re-convert to RGB-format, improve
brightness and contrast, then reduce size (recommended: 50 - 300 mm, 72 DPA),
store afterwards. Then load the corresponding depth map and reduce it to exactly the
same size, store when done. The size reduction of the stacking image is of uttermost
importance, because otherwise the resulting animated GIF -files have about 50 MB,
too much to be useful in websites.
Slide show: Load both files into the internal list of PICOLAY, click on the stacking image and copy it into the right window using <Edit> <Copy to result window>. Do the
same with the depth map, but use <Edit> <Copy to depth map> instead. Now both
images are available in the right window and the 3D-mode is activated. Check this
using [Flip view].
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Usually 8 GIF-frames are generated [Repeats = 8] with a step angle of 2 degrees
[Step = 2]. As the total angle of rotation will be 16 degrees, it is best to start the rotation with – 8 degrees (=352 degrees) to minimize distortions of the edges of the object.
Now key-in the following parameters:
{Stepwise rotation around axis}

= Activates the slideshow mode

{Y}

= Rotation around Y-axis

{352 degrees}

= Start of rotation

Deactivate {Stereo}
Start the routine.
Now 8 images are produced. Click on <Image list> <Toggle marks> to activate these
images and to deactivate the stacking image and the depth map, then start the slide
show with <Image list> <Start slide show>. Stop it by clicking into the list window at
random.
If some images disturb the result, deactivate them by a double click (the x-mark vanishes).
The parameters of the slide show can be changed by <Options> <Slide show features>.
Animated GIF -files: If the slide show is of good quality generate an animated GIF -file
by <Image list> <Generate animated GIF -image>. The resulting GIF -file has about 2
MB.

Fig.10 Radiolarian
Generated with PICOLAY

2.4. Stereo images of single SEM-images

Fig.11 Radiolarian
Generated with PICOLAY
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The stacking routine of PICOLAY does not only generate a stacking image of great
depth of field, but automatically a so-called “depth map” which shows the different
depths using different colours: Background blue, foreground yellow, values in between more or less green. This is possible as the position of every frame in the stacking sequence defines the position along the Z-axis (see Fig.8). The stereo images
are generated based on this depth map. But how can PICOLAY generate 3D-images
based on only one single SEM-image?
Load a SEM-gray-scale-image of a radiolarian into the internal list of PIC OLAY, click
on it and copy it into the right window using <Edit> <Copy to depth map>. The program converts the bright parts of the image to yellow, the darker parts more or less to
green and the dark parts to blue. The result is a depth map. Now copy the stacking
image into the right window using <Edit> <Copy to result window> and check with
<Flip view>. As now the image and the corresponding depth map are present the 3Dmode is active and stereo images can be generated in the same way as described
above. Of course acceptable results are only obtained if the bright parts of the object
are really parts of the foreground. If this is not the case the depth map will be misleading and the resulting stereo image will show confusing distortions.
The images given below are all generated from single SEM-images, the viewing angle being 3 degrees and 10 degrees.
All four radiolarians on display are more or less sphaeroidal. If the viewing angle is 10
degrees this can be seen clearly, but the distortions at the edges of these objects are
disturbing. If 3 degrees are used such distortions can be avoided, but then the objects look rather flattened. The reason of these effects is that PICOLAY cannot produce “true 3D-images” but only “pseudo 3D-images” (see chapter 3).
3D-images based on single images will show massive distortions when rotated. So in
this case one should abstain from this possibility.
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Fig.12 a SEM-frame, 3 deg.
Generated with PICOLAY

Fig 12 b SEM-frame, 10 deg.
Generated with PICOLAY

Fig.13 a SEM-frame, 3 deg.
Generated with PICOLAY

Fig.13 b SEM-frame, 10 deg.
Generated with PICOLAY
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Fig.14 a SEM-frame, 3 deg.
Generated with PICOLAY

Fig.14 b SEM-frame, 10 deg.
Generated with PICOLAY

Fig.15 a SEM-frame, 3 deg.
Generated with PICOLAY

Fig.15 b SEM-frame, 10 deg.
Generated with PICOLAY
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The next two stereo images (Fig.16 and 17) are “true stereo images“. Here the objects were tilted by 5 degrees in both directions (viewing angle 10 degrees) and two
consecutive images were taken and then merged into an anaglyph. Now the sphaeroidal shape can be seen clearly and without any distortions.

Fig.16 True stereo image,
using tilting technique

Fig.17 True stereo image,
using tilting technique

3. „True stereo images“ and „pseudo stereo images“
Figure 18 shows a vertical rod looked at with both eyes from above. The left eye sees
the left side of the rod, the right eye the right side. The resulting stereo image is a
“true stereo image”. Such pairs of stereo images are obtained if the position of the
camera is varied or the object has been tilted as done in case of SEM-images.
PICOLAY can only produce „pseudo stereo images“, because all frames of a stacking sequence have been photographed using the same viewing angle. This also refers to stereo images based on a single SEM-image. If you produce a stacking sequence of a rod looked at from above the sides will be missing and the stereo image
generated later will only show the upper part of the rod pending in space. If the objects are of “normal shape” this drawback is of no disadvantage and there will be no
differences between “true” and “pseudo” stereo images. One should, however, keep
in mind that objects with long spines, for example, may lead to massive stereo artefacts.
Figure 19 shows the stacking of an opaque sphere. Looking at such an object with
both eyes we see a little bit beyond the equator, but if the stackin method is applied
the last frame of the stacking sequence is positioned a little bit above, thus information about the edge of the object is missing and consequently stereo images generated with PICOLAY tend to show distortions at the edges of the objects when too
high a viewing angle is chosen.
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Besides stereo images based on one image only, can be obtained easily using regular image editing software: You produce two slightly trapezoidal distorted images with
vertical distortion at the right hand side and at the left hand side respectively, then
you merge them into an anaglyph (Fig.20). Our brains are trained to process any kind
of distortioned pairs of similar images merging them into one image and converting
the differing distortions into a 3D-impression. Depending on the object displayed the
3D-impression may be unrealistic, of course.

Fig.18 See text

Fig.19 See text

Fig.20 Anaglyph,
using the trapezoid technique
4. Summary
For the community of microscopists – laymen and specialists as well - the program
PICOLAY is a great improvement. Basicly it is a stacking program with many features
to improve the resulting stacking image and in addition it offers many possibilities to
generate stereo images. It can be operated easily, supported by many help-files. You
can vary many parameters, so the program is very flexible as well, but because of
this one should heed the sentence, “Practice creates masters”! PICOLAY has been
not designed for microscopists who only want to practice stacking and 3D-technique
en passant.
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The possibility to generate stereo images based on one single SEM-image is really
remarkable. Some restrictions concerning the 3D-routines are usually no drawback, if
PICOLAY is operated adequately.
PICOLAY will be updated continuously, so you should install the latest version from
time to time. Of course the help-files are not always absolutely up-to-date.
http://www.picolay.de
cypionka[at]icbm.de
APPENDIX 1
SEM-stereo-images without tilting the objects
Shift the object to the left half of the screen and take one photo, then move it to the
right half and take another one. These photos form a perfect pair of stereo images.
The result is striking.
As re-focussing is unnecessary generating stereo images this way is very easy, but
the degree of the 3D-impression cannot be varied.
Possible explanation 1
Is the detector mounted rectangularly to the electron beam, the electrons emitted by
the object reach the detector by strongly bent trajectories. If you shift the object towards the detector, more and more electrons emitted from the rear of the object
reach the detector and dominate the resulting image to a certain degree: The detector “looks” more and more “around” the object. If this explanation is valid the effect
should be absent if the detector is mounted axially.
Possible explanation 2
When the the SEM-image is stored as a digital image, in constant time intervals dt
the output voltage of the detector is sampled and stored. The electron beam is
moved during this constant time interval dt by the same angle da, but not by the
same distance of way ds (Fig.21). So the distances of the spots being sampled increase towards the edges of the object. As the program cannot take this into account,
when generating the image afterwards the images are compressed a little bit near the
right and left edges. If the objects are positioned in an excentric way the effect will
ocurr only unilaterally and this may be the reason for the stereo effect. If this explanation is valid the effect should be seen, even if the detector is mounted axially.
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Fig.21

See text

APPEDIX 2
How to get the stereo impression based on stereo images
Anaglyphs
The easiest way to get a stereo impression is to use anaglyphs because no training
is necessary. But it is by far not the best way:
1. To produce anaglyphs you are restricted to gray scale images.
2. When merging the two images finer structures especially in the centre of the
images are blurred.
3. Usually the “wrong” images are not completely blocked by the anaglyphgoggles. This leads to disturbing “ghost images”.
So using pairs of stereo images mounted side by side is to be preferred.
Using the “parallel method“
This method can be learned easily, there is, however, one restriction: The centres of
the images must have the same distance as the eyes – about 8 cm. Consequently
the width of the images is restricted to 8 cm as well. So this method is not suitable
when using a beamer, for example.
You look “through” the images “dreamingly” at a distance of about 1 m without looking directly at the images. Now the axes of both eyes become parallel and you can
see two more images to be seen overlapping in the middle of this arrangement. Suddenly these images merge “with a click” and you see one 3D-image. Once having
done this successfully your brain has learned the lesson and later on this method will
always work again
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Using the “cross eye method“
Here the images must be transposed: The image corresponding to the right eye to
the left and the other way round. The size of the images underlies no restrictions as
we can twist the axes of our eyes extremely towards the centre.
Look at the images mounted side by side (even images projected on large screens
are allowed!) and try to squint. This leads to two more overlapping images between
the original ones, which all of a sudden merge to a 3D-image. When this has happened the directions of the axes keep stable, so you need not squint consciously for
the rest of the time. This method does not strain the eyes at all.

